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Abstract
Issues of Customer Satisfaction: A Study of Monroe County Golf
Courses.
By Tom Treat
The golf industry has experienced an explosion as
it has grown over the years into a $30 billion a year
industry. The Monroe County golf industry has also
experienced growth with over 40 private, semi-private,
and daily-fee in competition for golf customers. This
study of 12 Monroe County golf course owners and
managers asks for their beliefs regarding customer
satisfaction issues. Lastly, this study will
categorize the responses by industry segment to see if
there are patterns to management beliefs on golf course
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Golf for any number of reasons has become popular, the
aging of the baby boomers, the individual appeal of the game,
and the tranquility of the golf courses. In fact, golf is
experiencing a major expansion to make the game more accessible
to more and more people. The competition among golf courses is
intensifying as a result of this expansion. It remains to be
seen what impact expansion will have on golf courses, both new
and those who have been in existence a number of years. A major
shift in golf course management strategy will be necessary as it
becomes a game where the customer is king.
Problem
Competition is increasing among Monroe County golf courses.
The competition comes from both new courses being built within
Monroe County and those courses adjacent to Monroe County.
Every golfer will count
toward a profitable bottom line as
competition intensifies. Customer retention will be a crucial
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goal. Failure to meet customer expectations will be a business
disaster. Many golf courses do not have a method of accurately
measuring customer satisfaction. Golf course management may
have different beliefs as to what customers value. Golf course
management will need to become more responsive to the customer.
They will need to be able to correct issues of dissatisfaction
and to offer recourse when the product is not up to par. They
will need to determine a strategy that will build market share,
as well as maintain market share.
Background
The golfing industry is experiencing major growth with
courses grossing thousands to tens of thousands of dollars on a
weekend. How can golf management produce a recognizably
distinct product? Part of differentiation is measuring customer
satisfaction, from simple comment cards in restaurants, to
sophisticated focus groups used by multinational corporations.
Customer satisfaction measures are now part of the service
business landscape. Golf courses are no different than any
other service provider. They too, must be concerned about
customer satisfaction and demonstrating a superior product in
the face of increasing competition. They must know what their




This study will report how golf course management measures
customer satisfaction, the steps they have undertaken to raise
customer satisfaction, and their beliefs regarding the sources
of customer satisfaction. This study seeks to discover the
methods employed by Monroe County golf course management to




feedback. It will tabulate
the benefits they believe come from having satisfied customers
and what improvements they have made to address customer
satisfaction. It will describe golf course management beliefs
as to what they believe customers expectations are. This
insight into golf course management practices of customer
satisfaction within the Monroe County golf industry should show
current trends and practices.
Methodology
Interviews will be conducted with management at 12 golf
courses. The 12 were selected from the 40 courses listed for
Monroe County in the Rochester Golf
2000 Digest. The golf
industry is segmented into three sectors, the private golf
clubs, the semi-private clubs,
and the public/daily-fee courses.
Three clubs from private sector with outstanding reputations
were selected for the study. Three
clubs from the semi-private
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sector were also selected using the same criteria. Six clubs
from the public/daily-fee sector were selected by reputation and
geographic distribution within the county.
Interviews were conducted with the management of selected
golf courses. They were asked the following questions:
1. How does the course measure customer satisfaction?
2. What are the 2 major benefits of customer satisfaction for
the course?
3. What major process or improvement has been done to improve
customer satisfaction?
4 . What does course management believe are the 2 most
important customer satisfaction issues to their customers?
Significance
The significance of a study of the golf industry is that it
reflects how local courses view and deal with their customers.
These findings will provide insight into steps management could
take to improve customer loyalty, expand their clientele, and
aid in identifying new market opportunities. Better management
of customer relations, would ensure long-term profitability as
competition among courses increases.
The long-range consequences of the local golf industry
failing to provide customer satisfaction,
can be the erosion of
their customer base. The explosion of competition for the
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consumer leisure dollar makes customer retentions a crucial
issue. Dissatisfied golfers can select other golf courses or
other forms of entertainment. Golf
customers'
expectations are
rising. Golf consumers will be offered greater choices than
ever before. Courses that fail to take the challenge of
customer satisfaction seriously risk economic failure.
Scope and Limitations
Owners and golf managers from selected golf courses within
Monroe County will be interviewed. The four interview questions
will probe customer satisfaction issues for the direction of the
three golf industry segments.
Limitations
Not all golf course owners and managers in the area will be
interviewed. Course pros, non-management employees, and golf
customers will not interviewed. Only the responses to the four
interview questions will be analyzed.
Literature
The areas to be included in the research will be club
management, customer satisfaction,
and information from within
the golf industry. Authors and publications reviewed will
include Naumann, and Giel, Customer Satisfaction Measurement and
Management. Hanan, and Karp, Customer Satisfaction: How to
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Maximize, Measure and Market Your Company's "Ultimate
Product."
Perdue, Contemporary Club Management. Heskett and Sasser, and
Schlesinger, The Service Profit Chain. From the National Golf
Foundation, Successful Management Practices: Golf Industry
Perspectives : Golf Consumer Potential: Economics and Finance:
Golfer Segmentation and Marketing Implications for the
90'
s:
Golf Consumer Spending in the U.S.
"Measuring customer satisfaction is a
must,"
according to
Cardis (1997, p. 88), Measuring Customer Satisfaction, "It is
crucial to ask your customers how you're doing: While you may
think your company is doing a good job, your
customers'
ideas
might be different. You could have a salesperson who's





It is critical to have another person's view of your
operation, service or product, and who
better than the customer
who makes the choice to buy from your business. By providing
insight about how to measure customer satisfaction, this
publication will have bearing on this study of how golf course
managers measure customer
satisfaction.
Perdue, (1988) in Contemporary Club Management, reinforces
the concept of the totally satisfied customer, by promoting
service excellence in clubs, leadership in club operations,
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quality management systems for clubs, strategic management in
clubs, and with marketing clubs. These five areas are critical
to the success of clubs that are totally dedicated to the
satisfaction of the customers. Their customers are generally
members of the club or are a guest of a member. Although all
five areas mentioned above may not, in the final results, play a
direct role in how golf courses measure customer satisfaction,
they certainly play a role in assisting the golf course
managers, particularly in the private and semi-private courses,
to provide the service excellence that can lead to high levels
of customer satisfaction. Could more public/daily-fee golf
courses be moving toward customer service excellence as a way to
increase their competitiveness within the industry?
The article, Customer Satisfaction: How to Maximize,
Measure and Market Your Company's "Ultimate
Product,"
advocates
that you need to not just make sales, (Hanan M. & Karp P., 1989,
p. 99) but to make satisfied customers. Every sale is a chance
to satisfy your customers better than your competitors with a
similar product. One must satisfy the customer to the extent
that they want to come back to your business again, to be your
customer.
Do golf course managers look at every sale as a chance to
promote the course and to satisfy the customer? Satisfy the
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customer to the point that the customer is very satisfied with
the choice they made to buy from you. Will they want to come
back again because of the behavior shown towards them as the
customer? Are golf courses just taking the
customers'
money and
sending them out to the
1st
tee, with little customer
satisfaction concerns?
The courses that are looking and asking the customer, "what
can be done better and what do you
want,"
will be able to better
satisfy their customers. By measuring their customer
satisfaction response information, the results can become part
of their ultimate product that of product excellence and service
excellence combined as one superior product.
The article, Customer Satisfaction Measurement and
Management, voices the premise that if you are not customer
driven, if you are not measuring your
customers'
satisfaction
levels, (Neumann & Giel, 1998) knowing how your customers really
feel about what you are offering as your product, you could be
at risk of losing customers that you may have easily kept if you
only had knew how they really felt. The customer that golf
courses already have is of such great value that they need to be
cultivated and protected at almost any cost, compared to the
customer that has not yet come in the door to buy their product.
Yet, many golf courses and managers do little on a major scale
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to reward their current customers and let them know how valued
they are as a customer and how much the course wants them to be
satisfied.
Are golf courses and managers willing to spend dollars to
determine what their customers really think and want? The
answer for many courses might currently be no, but as
competition for the golf consumer's dollar becomes more
competitive, then customer satisfaction, knowing what your
customers truly think and want will play a greater role within
the industry. At what price, would golf managers consider
measuring customer satisfaction a good investment for the
knowledge and insight they would gain from their customers?
Heskett, Sasser, and Schlesinger (1997) in The Service
Profit Chain, states that employee satisfaction greatly effects
customer satisfaction. To satisfy customers requires that the
employees also be satisfied with the employer. They believe how
the employee feels about his job, directly relates to customer
satisfaction levels. When the employee enjoys his, job the
enthusiasm can be conveyed to the customer, creating a
hospitable environment. This receptive atmosphere encourages
the customer to frequent the business.
Dedman, (1998) in Our Star Service Journey, speaks of
their "STAR Service Journey,
"
which has propelled his
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corporation, ClubCorp, to the world leader in delivering golf,
private club, and resort experiences. It is also the nation's
largest privately held owner and operator of destination golf,
ski, and conference resorts with choice amenities and
recreation, outstanding personal service, and a dedicated family
of "Employee
Partners." Dedman'
s vision of the STAR Service,
strives to create a well-defined mission, vision, credo, motto,
and three steps of service. When all employees from the bottom
up are using the same playbook, success comes easily. If the
employees can agree with the
ClubCorp'
s vision for success,
their purpose, their values, and their goals, then the rest will
follow easily.
The National Golf Foundation (1995) in Golf Consumer
Potential, describes golf customers and characteristics of
potential customers. Current golf customers are very valuable
and highly sought after. The book suggests that increasing
levels of customer satisfaction will lead to more frequent
playing and higher
profitability. Insight is also offered about
how to attract new golfers to replace those who have left.
The National Golf Foundation (1995) in Golfer Segmentation
and Marketing Implication for the
90'
s, shows what the golf
industry trends have been. It identifies characterists of
golfers corresponding to the number
of rounds they play and
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their total expenditure. Identifying distinctive golf market
segments allows management to attempt positioning their products
and services.
According to Hope (1998, p. 21) in Customers: Strategic,
Loyal and Profitable? "Firms can have very profitable customers
that are extremely dissatisfied and they can have highly
delighted customers that are very
unprofitable."
Hope expounds on this further by stating,"... strategy,
loyalty, and profitability can only have meaning if they are
coordinated... (Hope, 1998, p. 21) to maximize the potential value
of
customers."
Customer satisfaction and profitability are not necessarily
related. Hope's theory is that getting them aligned allows a
business to realize the maximum value of the customer. He
illustrates that customer satisfaction and profitability are not
necessarily related.
In Measuring the Effect of Customer Satisfaction on
Profitability: A Challenging Role for Management Accountants,
author (Helmi, 1998, p. 8) states "Accountants play a key role
in tracking the relationship between customer satisfaction and
revenue... they must link increased customer satisfaction and
improvement in financial
results."
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It is easy to think that being busy represents customer
satisfaction. When the parking lots are full of cars,
management might believe customers are satisfied and the cash
box is filled with profits. This perspective masks reality.
Dissatisfied customers fail to return and volume and
profitability drop. Accountants play a critical role in
developing appropriate measurements to alert management to such
tends .
The National Golf Foundation (1995) in Golf Consumer
Spending, gives additional profiles of who could be the
satisfied customer to have and what they spend in the pursuit of
the sport of golf. The article shows the difference in the
spending of public golfers and private club golfers. Also shown
is the total spent by three groups of golfers, frequent players,
moderate players, and occasional players. Frequent and moderate
players form the critical profit groups for courses. When
satisfied they spend the most.
The National Golf Foundation (1995) in Successful
Management Practices: Golf Industry Perspectives, presents
industry's best practices. The articles, written by golf course
managers, tell what strategies work for them.
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Long Range Conseguences
As the competition increases in the golf industry, those
who have mastered the art of satisfying the customer will be
better positioned than those who haven't. Those that practice
continuous improvement, will constantly offer a product that is
superior to those who do not. Golf course managements that do
not understand the long-range consequences of failing to
understand and meet customer's expectations, consistently may
instead watch the competition as they ask for and satisfy the
golf customer's expectations.




The customer is what it is all about. If you are not
demonstrating that you are customer focused and driven, then you
may be missing out on a current trend and not recognizing your
customers for the value that they truly represent to you.
Schaaf (1997) defines that: "Call it customer service,
service quality, customer retention, relationship management...
American business is coming back, full circle to the customer
(p. 9)
Even golf customers are looking for more these days. It's
more than just pleasantly taking the
customers'
money and
providing an environment with tees and greens with flags.
Customers are more resistant to being lumped together as the
customers, when they are in reality individuals, who each may
have different methods of reaching their own levels of
satisfaction.
According to Heskett (1997):"Carl Sewell describes in his
book Customer for Life. Being nice to people is just 20% of
providing good
customer service. The important part is
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designing systems that allow you to do the job right the first
time. All the smiles in the world aren't going to help you if
your product or service is not what the customer wants (p.
8)."
Is it just "the
course"
and all of its attributes that
customers look for in satisfaction? What do golf course
managers think it is they offer that makes the difference
between having a satisfied customer and an unsatisfied customer?
Brown (1998) states that: "In order to keep your customers
satisfied, you must train your employees to be both product and
customer service driven. Customer satisfaction is not the same
as customer service, although the two go hand in hand. The
difference is that customer service deals with internal systems
put in place to address customer needs and problems from how
employees answer the phones, to how efficiently you deliver your
product or service. On the other hand, customer satisfaction
tells you whether customers believe your products are meeting
their needs (p. 45)
Every golf course wants to have lots of loyal satisfied
customers. What is it that customer is looking for to be a
satisfied customer? Parasuraman (1991) states that: "One key
influence on
customers'
expectations is price. Many customers
believe that the more they pay, the better the service should
be; although, they do not believe that a low price is a
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legitimate excuse for poor service. Customer service
expectations can be categorized into five overall dimensions:
reliability, tangibles, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy.
The findings suggest that
customers'
service expectations have
two levels: desire and adequate. Many customers want ongoing,
personalized relationships with the same representatives (p.
39)
If the course is meeting the levels of satisfactions of its
customers, then they may be more likely to return to you then to
a course where their levels of satisfaction are unknown or have
not been met in the past. Helmi (1998) states that: "Rising
expectations have also increased the customer satisfaction
stakes. As customers get better treatment, they demand better
treatment. Expectations are fueled not just by how well a
business performs in respect to its direct competitors, but also
by standards set in other industries (p. 9)
How to decide where to make your decisions, who to offer
what, to whom, and at what cost,
will be future decisions course
managers may have to face
in a competitive market. All
businesses face issues like these concerning their customers and
need to have a process to decide who
gets what, ensuring
customer satisfaction along with dealing with customer
dissatisfaction. Hope (1998) states that: "A method of
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evaluating whether customers (or customer segments)
- both
existing and targeted are worthwhile. In other words, there has
been little concern with which customers to keep, which have
untapped potential, which are strategic, which are unprofitable,
and which should be abandoned. ...Most marketing programs are
simply aimed at replacing the 20% of customers the firm expects
to lose each year, without any consideration of whether
resources would be better spent on keeping them than attracting
the replacements (p.
20)."
What is the cost of the golf customer who leaves unhappy
and is unwilling to come back to the golf course where they had
been bringing their business?
Jamison (1999) states that: "While common convention has it
that it costs five times as much to recruit a new customer as it
does to keep an existing customer, the Ford Motor Company
estimates that it costs them 17 times as much... some insurance
companies estimates it as 30 times... it obviously varies by
industry... to retain customers you have to identify what causes
them to be satisfied or dissatisfied, and know how to measure
customer satisfaction (p.
24)."
Course managers and their accountants need to decide on a
plan for success. What are the green-fees, do we offer
specials, and would a higher price with lower volume be better
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than a lower price with high volume? What are the major
benefits to the course for having a satisfied customer?
Helmi (1998) further states that: "Does improved
satisfaction really translate into increased profitability? The
customer is alpha and omega, the beginning and the end, a
business'
s reason for being, and the reason it continues to be.
There are still some executives who view improved customer
satisfaction and increased profitability as mutually exclusive.
It is true that customer satisfaction management aims primarily
to increase revenue and market share rather than profitability.
But understanding the customer can lead to lower cost as
companies simultaneously strive to increase internal efficiency,
and become more profitable. Customer service is not just a
cost, but as much an investment as product excellence is.
Keeping customers is a great way to grow. Studies show that the
price of acquiring new customers is five times greater than the
price of keeping existing ones (Stewart, p. 178)...Few companies
in any industry realize the awesome financial leverage of a
loyal customer base. The typical reason customers' switch
supplier's is because they are not satisfied with the companies
perceived value relative to the competition (Hamilton, p. 23).
Perceived value is made up of price, perceived quality, and
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company image...there is a direct relationship between customer
satisfaction and profitability (pp. 9-11)
What will it take to meet the
customers'
needs? How do
golf course owners and managers know they are meeting the
customer satisfaction issues of their customers?
Hope (1998) states that: "Simply satisfying customers who
have choices is not nearly enough to ensure loyalty. What is
needed is total satisfaction. If companies rely exclusively on
satisfaction surveys to give them clues to profits, they run a
real risk, because to a large extent these surveys may be asking
the wrong question. The real question is not whether customers
are satisfied with the existing level of service. Rather, it is
whether the value they receive will keep them loyal. In other
words, satisfaction indices report (necessarily) what customers
say; profitability comes from what customers do. If customers
fail to return to repurchase products or re-use services, they
are giving the company the
thumbs-down signal. We should
understand that satisfaction surveys in isolation can be an
insidious trap and a potentially lethal tool as far as
predicting profitability is
concerned. Satisfaction in itself




The golf course manager will need to know if his customer
is a satisfied and loyal customer. Yesterday's indicators may
not apply in tomorrow's competition for golf customers.
Heskett (1997) states that: "For years, managers have been
led to believe that share of market is the primary driver of
profitability...based on the collection of the factual experiences
of a number of organizations...a factor more often associated with
high profits and rapid growth - customer loyalty...this




The course management needs to set the example; it has to
walk the talk thereby demonstrating the leadership by example.
It has to be a team effort aimed at a common objective which
needs to be clearly understood throughout the organization. If
your customers have indicated that they want some kind of
improvement and the course management is not responsive to their
needs, then it runs the risk of alienating these core customers.
Helmi (1998) states that: "Top management team must "walk
the
talk"
by making decisions based on customer inputs (Chapman
9) . They must show leadership by insisting their staff work to
understand the customer. They must create plans to implement
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customer satisfaction measurements (Fierman 187) . Management
accountants can also demonstrate leadership by bringing quality
initiatives to their own internal business processes and always
striving for continuous improvement. Continuous improvement is
defined as a "philosophy to reduce process variation and achieve
incremental gains (in product quality) that are cumulative over
the long term (Margavio 30)"(pp. 8-11).
Should the public and semi-public golf clubs try to emulate
the private golf
clubs'
customer service? The private clubs
have learned that to satisfy customers you must also have
satisfied employees.
Heskett (1997) states that: "...Service profit chain thinking
maintains that there are direct and strong relationships between
profit; growth; customer loyalty; customer satisfaction; the
value of goods and services delivered to customers; and employee
capability, satisfaction, loyalty, and productivity... market
share is not mentioned...in few industries studied... was market
share a more important predictor of profitability than customer
loyalty. The strongest relationships suggested by the data
collected in early tests of the
service profit chain were those
between (1) profit and customer loyalty, (2) employee loyalty and
customer loyalty, and (3) employee satisfaction and customer
satisfaction. They suggested that in a service setting, the
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relationships were self-reinforcing, that is, satisfied
customers contributed to employee satisfaction, and vice versa:






















Price + Customers Access
Costs
Figure 1. the elements of the Service Profit Chain.
To have satisfied customers not only do you have to
compensate employees well, but you also have to make sure they
are happy satisfied employees. This concept of employee
satisfaction is hard for some managers to accept.
Some courses may have had a hard time satisfying customers
and to think that they now may have to consider doing more for
their employees, could be too costly for them. Some courses
have part-time employees that get low wages and free golf, while
other courses employ family and friends who may not be trained
in customer service and are just part of the course's way of
doing business. Public and semi-public
golf courses may not be
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able to offer extensive training and more incentives to their
employees. They may not feel the need to motivate their
employees beyond the current point of compensation and they may
not feel it is required that they treat the staff any
differently. Perdue (1997) states that: "Treat employees like
important customers and reward employee efforts. Treating
employees like important customers is a concept that many clubs
have adopted. In an economy where the labor pool for service
personnel is dwindling and personnel costs are escalating, club
managers need to develop policies that will improve employee
retention rates...The premise of this strategy is that if club
managers treat their employees well, the employees will in turn
treat club members well, and both the employees and the members
will stay around longer. This strategy should include a
generous reward system designed to communicate to employees just
how valuable they are to the club (p.
101)."
Does golf course management need to improve the quality of
the course or its customer service, or the relationships with
both the customer and the employee? Why should this all be
necessary when golf courses have survived for years without
having to pay a great deal of attention to these issues. They
just mowed the fairways and greens, set the fees, opened the
cash register, and the golfers came.
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Jamison (1999) states that: "Customer satisfaction is not
just another management fad or flavor of the month that is
likely to disappear in the wake of the next vbig
idea'
. It is
central to assessing past performance and predicting future
financial success. Firms that treat customer satisfaction as a
fad - and do not respond to the need for restructuring,
reorganization, reallocating resources, and redesigning
incentive plans to genuinely pursue customer satisfaction - will
fall behind in the competition for tomorrow's customers (p.
24)
Golf Industry
People have demonstrated that they enjoy sports, and are
willing to spend money and dedicate time to leisure pursuits.
Golf is the leisure pursuit of millions and, therefore, has
become a major recreational industry. Sterba (2000) states
that: "The golf industry in the
90'
s experienced a period of
growth that attracted a great deal of attention as it grew into




With the United States golf industry experiencing a major
expansion, more and more courses are being built as money rushes
into get a piece of the $30 billion dollar golf pie. Sterba
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(2000) further states that: "Golf course construction continues
to boom. Investments in golf courses soared to $2 billion in
1997 from only $250 million in 1987. A record 509 new or
expanded courses opened last year, upping the national total to
16,747, and 936 more are under construction. But, industry
insiders warn of a shakeout. Courses are opening faster than
new golfers are coming to fill them. Despite mob scenes on
weekends at many courses, the average number of golfers per
course has been declining nationally since 1990 (p.
A-l)."
It seemed that the idea of making money by building and
owning golf courses appealed to quite a few people and resulted
in many courses being opened in many areas of the country.
In Ohio, the Associated Press (2000) reports: "As land
values rise and commodity prices fall, more Ohio farmers are
converting their land into golf courses. Even taking into
account that the land is paid for and the owner is willing to do
much of the work himself, it costs at least $1 million to build
a golf course. But, the profit can be handsome: up to $300,000
a year (p. A-13)
As more golf courses open, the industry may be starting to
run into the classic supply vs demand business cycle.
In New England, according to Harber (1999) : "...in the late
1980'
s...banks were eagerly giving loans to golf course
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developers...since the game was in the midst of unprecedented
growth Many new courses with large investments ran into
trouble in the late 1980' s during an economic downturn,
including Willowbend in Mashpee, Ballymeade in North Falmouth
and the Ridge Club in Sandwich, Mass, all changed ownership (p.
D-12)
The golfing boom has attracted new golfers to the game in
the United States. Booms such as this have occurred before in
other parts of the world, only to suffer a bust when more
courses were built than the demand could sustain.
The Financial Times (London) (1997) reports: "... The health
of a UK golf industry that continues to suffer from a serious
lack of new players...number of courses increased from 520 to
2,407... 28% increase in golf supply in the
1990'
s... needed a
million more plays to meet that supply, but it didn't happen (p.
14)
Could an undersupply of players occur here in the United
States where the golf industry has been growing for quite a
while? Sterba (2000) states that: "Golf's tremendous exposure
has created the impression of a
boom,"
says Joseph F. Beditz,






As courses compete for the local golf consumer's dollar,
some will do better than others. In other areas of the country,
just building a golf course did not mean financial success.
Harber (1999) states that: "Anyone who is considering
building a golf course and collecting untold wealth from
daily-
fees, should do themselves a favor and visit the Shattuck Golf
Course in Jaffrey, N.H. ...It is living proof that if you build
it, they will not necessarily come... The extremely testy course
(rated par 74.1 with a slope of 145 from the back tees) ...has
been a financial failure. The original owner went bankrupt,
defaulting on a $12 million note purchased in 1996 for $2
million. The succeeding owner, CGE Shattuck, faced foreclosure
in the spring. The course filed for Chapter 11 protection as it
tries to restructure (p.
D-ll)."
Golf customers were not coming to play an extremely
difficult course that left them feeling unhappy about their
personal golf game, about the product the course offered, and
about the sport of golf. The Shattack golf course changed hands
because it was unable to compete in the battle for the golf
dollar, in the recreational war for the consumer's disposable
dollar because it wasn't able to attract and satisfy customers.
In the case of the Shattuck course, it was built to be major
challenge to golf customers. However, it failed to consider
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that different customers have different levels of satisfaction;
even of expectations, which if not met, could cause customers to
not come back as often, talk negatively about some form of their
experience at your business, or they may never come back again,
all of which could occur with or without feedback to you.
U.S. Golf Industry
The time to make sure that your customers are satisfied is
when they are your customers and the golf industry is good.
Trying to chase someone else's customers in a failing market is
much harder than keeping current customers during tough
financial times or when there is intense competition.
As indicated earlier, the golf industry has experienced
both boom and bust times during the last decade. Both course
owners and manufacturers rode peaks and valleys when customers,
the economy, and weather affected their profits. One golf
course owner within the Monroe County area reported that he had
a 25% drop in the price of green fees over the last 5 years when
more new courses increased the competition in the area and
reduced profits in this expanding industry.
"Rochester is one of the three bull's eyes of fastest-
growing areas in the state, with
growth concentrating on the
ever-expanding outer ring, according
to recent data compiled by
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the New York State Legislative Commission on Rural Resources (p.
B-l)
In the Monroe County area, the number of courses has grown
over the years to the point where taking into consideration the
many other courses positioned just over the Monroe County line,
the competition for the golf consumer's dollar is heating up,
and the golf consumer has more choice than ever before.
The Associated Press (2000) states that: "Rochester... is
losing population as its rural neighbors - Wayne, Orleans,
Yates, Wyoming, Ontario, and Livingston counties - gain. People
are pushing as far into the country as they comfortably can,
said the commission's, Ronald Brach (p.
B-l)."
How do those in local golf course management know if
today's customer is a satisfied customer and will be there as a
customer tomorrow? Who is it that the course managers are
looking for to be their customers?
The expense of golf green fees and golf equipment is a
major obstacle for many who may wish to play the game of golf.
Sterba (2000) illustrates, "...two-thirds of the new courses are
the type that is hugely costly to build and maintain
-
some cost
$10 million or more and require green fees of $60 to $100 or
more to make them viable. In contrast, the average municipal
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course fee is $30, while commercial public courses average $36
(p. A-l)
It is not a sport that can be played without a substantial
investment of money and time, as golf rounds can often take over
4 hours. Will the golf customers always tolerate this
investment?
Perhaps the answer is yes! There are signs that the golf
economy is strengthening based on a survey conducted by Golf
Datatech and the National Golf Course Owners Association on the
number of monthly rounds played. Pike (2000) states that:
"According to the recently-released survey, rounds played in
March in the United States increased 9.8 percent compared to the
same time last year and year to date, according to the survey,
rounds played have increased 5.5 percent compared to the same
period a year
ago."
These numbers come on the heels of improved earnings and
revenue reports from some of golf's major companies. Callaway
Golf, the Acushnet Co. (Titeist and Foot joy Worldwide, Cobra
Golf) , Adams Golf and Teardrop Golf each reported impressive
first quarters earnings and sales. Taylor Made, Precept, and
Ping also experienced healthy first quarters, as did Foundry
Coastcast and shaft manufacturer, Aldila, lending more evidence
that the golf economy is on the rise. Adams Golf's chairman,
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Barney Adams, however, warns about being overly optimistic this
early in the
year...,"
Time will tell. This is still a very
difficult business..."
"The Mid-Atlantic region fueled the increase in rounds
played... with a 77.8 percent increase over March 1999 and 62
percent year to date increase compared to the same time last
year. The Northeast, which like the Mid-Atlantic experienced a
warmer than normal winter, showed an increase of 71 percent in
March and 4 9.9 percent year to date (pp. 1 &
5)."
Individual sports such as tennis, have garnered millions,
perhaps billions of dollars as people learned and played the
game during the tennis boom of the
70'
s. After the popularity of
tennis peaked, the sport lost many players and the industry
suffered. Sterba (2000) reminds us that: "Manufacturers watched
tennis plummet from 30 million players in the
1970'
s to 16
million, its low point, by 1994. Jim Baugh, president of Wilson
Sporting Goods Co. sees a lesson... "When tennis was getting all
its visibility, it was declining because people got caught up in
the commercial part of the industry and forgot about
participation (p.
A-l)."
The amount of commitment required for any sport, causes
some players to reduce or stop participation over time. Could a
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change in commitment cause a decline of this kind to occur
within the golf industry?
The commitment to leisure pursuits can be strong.
Studies by the National Golf Foundation (1995) show that:
"Golfers are less committed to golf than skiers are to skiing
and fishermen and hunters are committed to fishing and hunting.
On the other hand, golfers are more committed to golf than those
who participate in exercise and fitness programs, boaters,




s, golf is one of the leisure pursuits that has
become popular for any number of reasons: the aging of the baby
boomers, the individual appeal of the game, the tranquility of
the golf courses, and the feeling of private privilege of the
golf clubs. The way in which golf courses attract new customers
and keep their previous customers returning, is the key for
maximizing the course financial potential. Sterba (2000) states
that: "...The industry has been slow to react, mainly because its
revenues grew steadily in the
1990'
s by milking money out of its
cash cows
-
avid golfers who play at least 25 times a
year...number only 5.4 million...spend $1,710 a year...and account for
61% of all golf spending... (p.
A-l)."
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With all golf courses wanting the avid golfers who
represent a great deal of business for the courses, these
customers have to be mined like cash/gold they represent. Golf
course managers need to know if they are satisfying their
customers, particularly these avid golfer and also what it is
they could do to satisfy this golf customer better.
GolferProfiles
The search is on for new golfers who, it is hoped, will
become avid golfers after their exposure to the game. How
interested are current non-golfers to the prospect of becoming a
golfer or an avid golfer?
The National Golf Foundation (1995) states that:
"...it classifies non-golfers as those whom are open to trying
golf.
Availables : Non-golfers who prefer golf to their current
leisure activities, but haven't yet switched to golf.
Ambivalents : Non-golfers who are attracted to golf as
much as they are attracted to their current leisure
activity.
The other two types are unavailable.
Weakly Unavailables : Non-golfers who prefer their current
leisure activity choice, but not strongly.
Strongly Unavailables: Non-golfers who strongly prefer
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their current leisure activity (p. 4).
Figure 2 . Categories of non-golfers.
Two of the major golf industry professional organizations
have realized the need to seek new players to introduce the game
to and have started programs. Beditz (1999) states that: "For
the Good of the
Game"
and the World Golf Foundation's "First Tee
Program"
is to foster growth. "For the Good of the Game... is
earmarking $50 million over the next 10 years to fund
and
thereby stimulate development of more grassroots programs across
America that are dedicated to making the game more accessible
and affordable for minorities, juniors and the disabled... The
First Tee also is a multi-million, long-range program aimed at
creating a greater opportunity
for people of all walks of life
to play the game at a
price they can afford. Among other things,
it will create hundreds of affordable golf facilities across the
country that will
stimulate and ease the entry of young people
into the game (p.
1)."
The need to introduce new golfers
to golf can clash with
the established golfers who usually
like a fast paced game. New
golfers and current golfers
have different needs. It's
important that both receive the
individual attention that they
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require to return as a customer, after having an enjoyable
personalized experience.
With all these future customers getting exposed to golf and
with current courses full of customers, why should golf managers
find the time to concern themselves with issues of customer
satisfaction?
It appears possible that sooner rather than later there
will be more golf rounds available at a variety of different
price levels than there will be golfers. If there are more
choices available to the golf consumer, then all golf customers
will become important and some will become more important than
others .
The competition among golf courses may be intensifying as
more courses compete for the golf consumer's recreational
dollar. There may be a major shift in golf course management
strategy, as it becomes a game of who can make the customer feel
as if he were king, when spending disposable consumer dollars.
Several golf managers surveyed expressed the opinion that they
could use more business, and more customers. While it is true
that at certain times during the week it may be harder to find a
tee time, most courses are not running at capacity and are
seeking more golfers.
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The current golf customers need to be cultivated, promoted,
and protected while new ones need to be discovered and
converted. How are current golfers classified?
The National Golf Foundation (1995) states that:
"Leisure Lovers - who represent 22% of the golf population,
play 30% of the rounds, and spend 28% of the total golf
dollar .
Serious Competitors - who represent 18% of the golf
population, play 32% of the rounds, and spend 37% of the total
golf dollar.
Home Bodies - who represent 24% of the golf population, 17% of
the rounds, and spend 9% of the total golf dollar.
Active Singles - who represent 13% of the golf population, 13%
of the rounds played, and spend 17% of the total dollars.
Dabblers - who represent 23% of the golf population, 8% of
rounds played, and spend 9% of the total dollars, (p.
6)"
Figure 3. Name and relative size of each segment as a
percent of the total golf market.
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According to the National Golf Foundation (1995) "Serious
Competitors and Leisure Lovers make up only 40% of all golfers,
but account for about two-thirds of total rounds played and two-
thirds of golf consumer spending (p.
6)."
A small percentage of golfers are more valuable to have as
customers than are other golfers who, although valuable as
customers, are not as valuable as those customers who play and
spend more. So clearly some, if not all, customers are
important to keep. Hope (1998) states that: "What we really
want are customers whose needs we can serve better than the
competition, remain with us for as long as possible and are
profitable after charging all the costs of serving them (p.
20)
If customers are not satisfied customers, they often take
their business elsewhere without ever speaking of the reason for
their dissatisfaction and it is usually some place where they
are or feel that they are happier and more satisfied.
Hanann (1989) states that: "Each... customer is vital. To
lose a key piece of business can be irremediable in the short
run. Not only are today's sales lost; tomorrow's follow-up sales
are also forsaken. It may take three to five years to become
competitive again with a dissatisfied customer who has sought
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satisfaction elsewhere. Meanwhile, someone else's key customer
will have to be captured (p. 106 &
107)."
GolfCustomerRelations
Do the golf managers really care whether the customers are
satisfied? Do they know or are they actively trying to find out
and do they have any concerns regarding the satisfaction levels
of customers? Golf management is often believed to have a "take
it or leave
it"
attitude when a customer is dissatisfied about
the product or the service. Without a tool or policy available
to deal with the issue of a dissatisfied customer, the customer
generally has little recourse but to not come back! Dedman
(1998) states: "...Remember how to treat mistakes as opportunities
which has become part of our STAR Services Basics..."Take the
H.E.A.T."
...When mistakes occur it is important that we try to
make them "original
mistakes"
or, in other words, let's not make
the same mistake twice... figure out what we need to do in
changing the conditions (p.
80)."
H - - Hear them
E - - Empathize with them
A - - Apologize, and
T - - Take action
-
remedy the situation as quickly as
possible, (p. 80)
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Figure 4. Take the Heat.
The loss of a customer at some courses is often viewed as
no big deal, just a drop of water when we do a bucket full of
business everyday. They'll be back. They might be back, but how
many others will they tell about their bad experience. Studies
show that unhappy customers tell at least 6 others when they
have had a bad experience. One unhappy customer equals many
potential customers hearing about the bad experience at your
business. This could cause them to either stop being your
customer or to tell others that they heard of bad experiences at
your place of business. Either way it may cause the loss of
someone important, a customer.
The golf customer, like any customer, should feel wanted.
Their expectations should be exceeded by the total product
offered. Ideally, the customer should feel that it is to his
benefit to bring the business to the course, instead of taking
the business elsewhere. Too often the feeling projected is that
the course is doing the customer a favor by allowing them to do
get out and play. At some courses, there can be equipment
mowing and other on the course
distractions occurring, which
contribute to an encumbered golfing experience.
More and more these days business marketing is offering the
customer something more, an extra
of some kind. If the customer
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brings a course his business, it would offer some type of extra,
a reward to the customer for bringing his business to its
business. This is often billed as a "Win -
Win"
proposition
offered to the customer with both the buyer and the seller
benefiting from the transaction. Dedman (1998) states that:
"The importance of Win/Win Relationships has been a central
focus of our company from the very beginning. Our founders
understood intuitively that how business people treat their
customers is a direct reflection of how they treat each other
within their company. That is, good Member & Guest and Financial
Partner relations are a direct reflection of good Employee
Partner relations! We can share our victories without having
victims (p. 102)
Customer satisfaction should be considered the privilege of
being able to be responsive to
customer'
s needs and thoughts
when customers give insight into how the product can improve.
Often owners and managers say they know what their customers
want, that they know all issues, problems, and complaints
through verbal feedback and, therefore, do not see the need for
measuring customer satisfaction.
Knowing what it is that current customers want, is not
always so easy. Dedman (1998) states that: "... The sage advice
about the "Arrogance of
Tenure"
comes to mind. "The longer you
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have been in business, the greater the probability you have no
idea what is going on in the minds of your customers (p. 114)
Time often does create change and what has great meaning
today may not have the same value or meaning tomorrow. Perdue
(1997) states that: "In the past, controlling the service
encounter primarily meant making sure that the club had the best
facilities in town. Today, service-oriented clubs realize that
member satisfaction is not guaranteed by just providing
outstanding facilities. Member satisfaction is more closely tied
to the way members are treated by the club's staff (p. 98)
It is not a new fact that customers who are poorly treated
by staff, feel offended and may not return. Do public or
semi-
public course employees believe that the level of service
required of them is less than if it is a private club? Will
this thinking soon be old school thinking as public and
semi-
private clubs start treating customers as if they have joined a
private club for the day? Dedman (1998) further states "Guests
are 'Members for the
day.'
At our resorts, the feeling we
create is Members for their stay. (p.
22)"
At Our: We Make People Feel Like:
Clubs Members for life
Golf Clubs Members for the Day
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& (& Daily-Fee)
Resorts Members for their Stay
Figure 5. Private Club Experience. (p. 22 - 23)
The private clubs have learned that members and customers
and even employees need to be regarded like the treasure they
truly are. Management complacency about customer loyalty, about
the service being offered, about the course conditions, and
about the value of the total product, all can be factored into a
customer's determination of choice. Dedman (1998) states, "...We
have never been a company that rests on its laurels. We are not
content to sit back and gloat about our success thus far. I
often think of the admonition, "To whom the gods destroy, may




Some semi-private clubs and most daily-fee clubs are closed
during the winter months, while all the private club courses
offer more golf with the clubs generally operating year round to
their members. The private clubs are used to offering year round
customer service in aspects other than golf and are totally
focused on finding out about and dealing with customer
satisfaction. Perdue (1997) states that: "Each time a member
comes into contact with a staff member,
there occurs a "moment
of
truth."
A moment of truth can be defined as the moment when a
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member comes into contact with any aspect of the club and, on
the basis of that contact, forms an opinion about the quality of
the club and its products and services. Properly handling each
moment of truth is critical to a club's success (pp. 97 &
98)."
Can daily-fee and semi-private courses make their customers
feel like members of a private club? Is it the service attitude
that they have to change to be able to make customers feel that
they are satisfied customers? It is far easier and less
expensive to keep a current customer than it is to find a
customer to replace the one you lost. Holding onto a current
customer should be a major goal of all managers. This needs to
be accomplished by: offering specials, rewarding current
customers, offering reduced price packages, lunch or dinner
specials bundled with greens fee or anything that the customer
views as having value. This tactic allows the customer to know
they are valued by the course.
Asking your customers what it is they want as your
customers may get their
attention and allows the customers to
know management is interested in knowing what is wanted. Being
responsive to
customers'
needs demonstrates a commitment to them
and the two-way communication that
is offered. Doing personal
things that add value for customers gets their attention and
also lets them know that you want and value their business.
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Even though it is better to keep a current customer that
may not always be possible for a variety of reasons. Therefore,
the industry will always have to keep attracting new golfers to
the game, just as golf managers will generally always have to
attract new customers to the course. It is estimated that there
are some 40 million people who want to play golf or want to play
more golf and yet for many reasons they are not. Getting the
customer in the door for the first time and for repeat business
has always been a key to successful business operations.
Competition for Customers
A limited number of golf customers will mean that golf
managers will have to increase competition in order to attract
other
courses'
customers for their own. In the greater area
surrounding Monroe County, competition for both new golfers and
current players for customers has been heating up, as it has in
much of the rest of the country. When current golfers are
surveyed about the number of times they play and what they
spend, it becomes clear that some
groups play and spend more
than others do.
The National Golf Foundation (1999) states that:
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"Average total spent for all categories of spending by frequency
of play during 1998 as:
Occasional-
playing 3.6 times a year and spending $375 dollars,
Moderate-
playing 14.4 a year and spending $944 dollars,
Avid-
playing 64.4 a year and spending $3,339 dollars (pp. 40 &
41) .
"
Figure 6. Profile of golf consumers - play frequency
The number of golfers has stayed steady for most of the
decade, while the number of new courses being built has
continued to rise. The law of supply and demand should mean
that there will be greater competition for the future golf
consumer's dollar. For the golf courses to make business
profitable, they will have to do more than just offer tee times.
Some golf courses have targeted corporate-business outings
and charity golf events as a very
profitable market within the
golf industry. Carey (1999) states that: "This isn't
competitive golf... attendees are just getting out to relax and to
bond... the number one reason people come to our meetings is
networking, and much of that networking
happens on the golf
course (pp. 108 & 109)
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The corporate outings and tournaments have become a major
source of income for the daily-fee, semi-private courses, and
competition for these lucrative gatherings is very strong. These
outings often close the course for most of the day with the
profit margin far greater than if the course was filled with
individual golfers. The golf managers who host these outings
are extremely concerned regarding customer satisfaction and
whether or not they will be back next year (they often book up
to a year in advance) .
But, the same managers and courses do not show the same
concern towards their individual golfers. They indirectly show
that they are concerned about the customer satisfaction issues
of large account customers, but are not at all as concerned with
the individual customers. While it is true that the profit
margin for large tournaments is generally much better than it is
for the individual golfer, the individual golfer is also coming
into demand.
Continuous Improvement
One interview question asked what major process or
improvement is golf management doing in response to or to
improve customer satisfaction issues. This is because
continuous improvement is part of the customer satisfaction
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equation. Hanan (1989) states that: "Customer satisfaction must
be managed to achieve a single objective: to improve your
customers value... The measurement of customer satisfaction is,
therefore, based on auditing improvement. Essentially, you must
measure three things: (1) what you improve, (2) how much you
improve it, and (3) how much better you improve it than your
competitors (p.
99)."
Courses will have to entice the individual customer by
offering more for the price than their competitors and by
offering it first. One area more and more course managers are
addressing is the issue of golfers and the on course medical
emergency. Maiorana (2000) states that: "Sudden cardiac arrest
is the #1 cause of death on golf courses, and in a study done by
the American Heart Association, in the Seattle area, during a
five-year period, golf courses were found to be the
5th
most
likely place for a person to suffer cardiac arrest, ranking
behind airports, county jails, shopping malls, and sports
stadiums. ..more attention is being focused on the potential for a
tragedy to occur and golf course operators and/or club general
managers are
responding."
In an effort to make their facilities
a little safer, clubs, including some in the Rochester area, are
purchasing automatic
external defibrillator machines (AED for
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short) and are training staff to use the machine and/or perform
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) .
"Any kind of technology that we can have on site to help
the membership and their guests is important for
us,"
said Oak
Hill club manager Eric Rule. "We've trained over 30 employees on
the use of it (the AED), and we're going to get as many
full-
time employees trained as we possibly can. We felt it was




Investing and training for
customer'
s health concern is a
new area of customer satisfaction for many golf course managers.
Courses that have defibrillators and trained personnel have
found their customers place added value on the peace of mind
that a quick response to a medical emergency gives to the point
that it adds value to the course. In advertising its presence,
the inference seems to be that the course with a defibrillator
is thinking of the
customers'
safety by having a defibrillator
and trained personnel, therefore, it is better for the consumer
than the course down the road, which is not prepared for the on
course emergency and is not as
concerned about the health and
safety of its customers.
Several of the courses surveyed did have AED defibrillators
on site, with some clearly stating
in the clubhouse that
defibrillators (some courses have more than one and located in
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different sites on the course) were available for emergency use
at the course for your safety.
This example shows how customer satisfaction thinking is
changing from the past. Customer satisfaction issues have been
changing to more than just along the lines of the physical
attributes of the course or the politeness of the staff.
Another such example would be an ad from a semi-private
course within Monroe County, which strongly promotes its new
product and service of "Global Positioning
Satellites"
on the
golf carts, a first within Monroe County and quite possibly New
York State. "In addition to yardage, the system provides your
pace of play relative to other players, pro tips from the course
pro, and a two-way messaging system that allows you to send




(Golf Rochester Guide, 2000, Spring) . You can even...order...food
and beverage...that will be ready when you are done playing... 'We
are trying to bring a private course
level of service to a semi-
private
venue,'
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Figure 7. Satellite golf carts.
Personalized Service
People want to receive individual, personalized service
that makes them feel good. Once customers have had personalized
service, they realize when it is
not being offered to them.
Dedman (1998) states that: "How are we going to reach that
destination? How will we get there? The answer is
"
P . R. I . D . E . ,
'
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Education and Growth (p. 33)
Figure 8. Pride in Belonging.
In the private club industry, customer satisfaction and
service excellence are two of the most important management
issues; by striving to accomplish this, it gives clubs the
ability to offer individual,
personal attention to each of the
members. Dedman (1998) states that: "This age of consumerism is
manifested by people wanting more of
certain things and less of
other. The only way to be
successful is to be able to define
the elements of value, focus on their relative importance, and
deliver value as each Member & Guest defines and measures it
(p. 74)
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The Age Of Consumerism
People Want More: People Want Less :
Choice Cos t (Mo aey & Time)
Convenience





Figure 9. The Age Of Consumerism.
These articles speak from the golf management perspective
as to what strategies worked for them, along with insight
towards customer satisfaction. Often the value and the rating
of any level and type
of service lie solely with the
individual customer. If you can find out from each individual
customer in an inexpensive and quantitative way, it could be
very rewarding to the
business.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Monroe Country Golf Courses
The Rochester, New York - Monroe County area has a diverse
selection of golf courses. It ranges from the private golf
clubs such as the prestigious Oak Hill, host of Professional
Golf Association events such as the U.S. Open, the PGA
Championship, and the Ryder Cup competition and the Locust Hill
Country Club, host for 23 years of LPGA events, currently
hosting the
Wegman'
s Rochester International, and the Monroe
Golf Club, which has hosted USGA Amateur events such as the
Open. Some of the other private clubs within Monroe County are
Brook-Lea, CC of Rochester, Green Hills, Irondequoit, Midvale,
and Penfield.
Some of the semi-private clubs within the Monroe County
area are Braemar, Cragie Brae, Deerfield, Salmon Creek, and
Wildwood. The public/daily-fee courses, some of which are
Brockport, Chili, Churchville, Durand Eastman, Eagle Vale,
Genesee Valley, Shadow Lake, Shadow Pines, Twin Hills, and the
Webster Golf Club.
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Figure 10. Map #1 of Monroe County golf courses
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Map #1 (Rochester Golf 2000, 2000) shows 40 private,
semi-
private, and daily-fee courses within the Monroe County area,





















Figure 11. Map #2 of golf courses surrounding Monroe County.
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Map #2 (Rochester Golf 2000, 2000) shows 40 plus golf
courses outside Monroe County, many forming a
2nd
ring around
Monroe County as growth builds additional courses that also
compete for the Monroe County golfer's dollar.
Selection Process
Of the 40 plus golf courses located within the Monroe
County area, 12 courses were selected to have their owners and
managers surveyed confidentially with 4-service management
related questions. The private and semi-private golf clubs were
selected based on their outstanding reputations. The daily-fee
golf clubs were selected based on their reputation and on
geographic distribution within Monroe County.
The owners and managers received a written invitation
asking them to participate in the Monroe County Golf Course
Survey on customer satisfaction. The breakdown was made within
the three types of golf courses, those being, the private golf
courses, the semi-private, and the daily-fee/public courses.
Dr. Marecki further directed that of the three types of courses
three were to be private golf clubs, three were to be
semi-
private golf clubs, and six were to be the daily-fee/publicly
owned golf clubs. The owners and managers of the courses would
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be asked to respond to four written questions of the survey,
with free form responses.
Computation Process
The management responses were then compiled by each of the
three segments on the Excel computer program. The results will
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How Courses Measure Customer Satisfaction
Under the survey title of "How do golf courses measure
customer
satisfaction,"
the survey asked, "How does the
management of the course measure customer satisfaction? If you
do not measure customer satisfaction, why
not?"
The responses made by all three private clubs management
showed that they used some formal, written way of surveying
their customers. All three of the private golf course
managements made extensive use of the written "paper surveys."
With one course management's survey consisting of several pages
in length, while another's was as long as ten pages. One course
indicated that they had a 70% response rate to their major
yearly survey. All three indicated that the surveys were a
crucial tool for them; instrumental for determining how they are
doing with their customers. In the private golf clubs this form
of communicating, allowing your customers a vehicle to let
management know, signed or unsigned, if there was anything that
the customer wished to convey. Equally clear in the private
golf clubs is that service plays a major role in the industry
and measuring customer
satisfaction is part of it. All three




and customers that does not create the written record or the
ability for
computerization of the results.
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The three semi-private golf club managements did not report
the using of any written "paper
survey"
method during the year,
although, one of the three surveyed said they had several years
ago and another said they were considering doing one in future.
The
clubs'
management believed that if there were any
complaints, they would hear "verbal
feedback" from the
member/customer or through their staff. Depending on just word
of mouth from an assertive member or customer, or an employee to
bring forth comments or complaints was the norm for the
semi-
private managers. The fact all three semi-private course
managers did not use any "paper
survey"
to measure customer
satisfaction has to be noteworthy, particularly since the three
private clubs did extensively.
The daily-fee courses, (which are either privately owned or
municipally owned) , are broken
down additionally by those that
have some form of public membership and those that don't. One
privately owned daily-fee
course having public members, offered
some form of "paper
survey,"
while the other three did not offer
any "paper
survey" for measuring customer satisfaction. Two of
the four privately owned
daily-fee courses only surveyed large
tournaments (over 40-50 customers) and they only offer one
survey form, given only to
the organizer of the tournament.
Although over 40 to 50 customers using
your product, the only
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one asked to officially comment on how things were is the person
who negotiated the fee with the course and is also generally
greatly sought after to bring the tournament back again. Not
one of the other playing customers is offered a chance to
comment on the "course conditions," "quality of staff
service,"
the "price/value," or the "pace of play." One of the privately
owned course's managers did locate a "comment card," although it
was not readily available to all customers because of its out of
sight location, the staff did not know its location.
Several of the
courses'
management volunteered their own
forms of measurements such as "if the tee sheets are
full"
and
"if the parking lot is
full" then they feel that customers are
satisfied. These methods are more indicative of the amount of
business perceived, but not necessarily is thought to be
occurring. It does not measure the current
customers'
levels of
satisfaction. Although all believed if customers were not
happy, then they would not be filling the "parking lot and
filling the tee
sheets."
The two municipal courses offered a "comment
card" in the
1st
year of new management, however, as they started the
2nd
year
of the new management (a golf operations management corporation
hired by the county to run the courses) ,
one of those
courses'
manager indicated that the "comment
card"
was not being offered
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to every golfer at check-in as in the
1st
year, but was available
on requested.
The fact that all three private club managers extensively
used "paper surveys" to measure customer satisfaction and yet
not one of the three semi-private managers, and only one of the
six daily-fee course managers used some form of a "paper
survey,"
demonstrates that measuring customer satisfaction is
still solely the domain of the private club managers.
Therefore, trying to provide service excellence and measuring
customer satisfaction is still almost entirely a major goal of
only the private golf clubs. This evidence seems to indicate
that the semi-private and daily-fee side of the industry may not
be taking customer service, service excellence, and customer
satisfaction as seriously as they should be.
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Major Benefits of Customer Satisfaction



























Course benefits of customer satisfaction
Top benefits of Customer
Satisfaction.
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On the question of "What are the top two major benefits of
customer satisfaction for this golf course"?
All three of the private golf course managers said that
keeping "customers /members
happy"
was one of the club's major
goals as well as benefits. With two of the private golf course






private golf club manager felt that the "increase
revenue"
resulting from the benefits of keeping every customer/member
satisfied, be it the individual member, corporate
members/customers, or the Professional Golf Association, the
revenue bought in from customer satisfaction was a major benefit
for the course.
The private golf club's management responses indicated they
have a concern about their customers returning because of a good
level of satisfaction level with the club. Believing that the
clubs were in business to keep their members happy and
returning, all three
managers reported constantly trying to
discover what their customers (members, guests, and the
Professional Golf Association) thought, experienced, and wanted.




as a major benefit to their golf clubs. With





for their courses was the "course
reputation." Details that
would be told to others by satisfied customers of the course,
and which would cause others to want to play them. The
3rd
semi-
private course manager selected "increased
revenue,"
which would
result from happy customers as the
2nd
major benefit for the
club.






Four of six daily-fee golf course managers picked "repeat
business"
as a major benefit to the course of having satisfied





received three of six
managers'
votes,
indicating that they were major benefits for the course. Two of
the six managers selected the ability "to improve course
conditions"
as a major benefit to their golf club of having






in a major benefit for the course.
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Major Improvements
Major process / improvement has this club done in























Major process or improvements
Major improvements
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In the question, golf course management was asked "What
major process or improvement has this golf club done in response
to or to improve customer
satisfaction?"
In Table #3 all three types of golf course managements
indicated that they had indeed made improvements ranging from













These are all forms of continuous improvements that
were done to improve the satisfaction levels of members and
customers or in response to customer issues.
In the private golf clubs management, two were doing "club
house
improvements,"





changes" in response to
requests from members or to improve customer satisfaction.
The semi-private golf clubs management had two managers
indicating "course
improvements"
were being undertaken, with one
semi-private club manager electing to "take the club
semi-
private" from daily-fee as their response to improving customer
satisfaction.
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In the daily-fee golf courses, two of six course managers










were selected by one
course manager, each as the responses to or to improve customer
satisfaction. All three industry segments actively engaged in
making improvements every year.
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Important Customer Satisfaction Issues
What course management believes are the 2 most important




















Important customer satisfaction issues are to their customers
Customer satisfaction issues
The question in Table #4 "What
course management believes
are the 2 most important customer




All the private club managers gave different answers as to
what they thought were important to their customers. The
management responses as seen on Table #4 ranged from the
"quality of the course conditions," to the "consistency of the
sand,"
"lack of course access," "quality of total
product,"
to
"the unencumbered experience," and the "level of staff service."
The breakdown of the private club management responses were
one manager each selected one of the following as their two




"unencumbered experience," "sand consistency," "course




All the semi-private course managers selected thought the
"quality of





as to what customer satisfaction issues were
important to their customers. With the breakdown of three out
of three course management selecting "quality of course
conditions," two of the three selecting "level of staff
service,"












and "pace of play." The
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breakdown being five of six courses citing "quality of course
conditions,"
with two of the three course management selecting
"level of staff
service,"





were what they thought were




My recommendations need to be tested to expand on the
information developed during the course of research. The
following observations include the suggested hypothesis for
other research.
1. Customer satisfaction concerns are going to play a
greater role in future golf course business plans in
order to maintain existing market share in competitive
environments. Golf clubs will focus on delivering a
total club experience that allows the customer to feel
that they are being personally hosted by the club.
These strategies in turn, assist in building customer
satisfaction yielding loyalty.
H1
Golf course loyalty is a function of customer
satisfaction within the vision statement of the
management .
2. Further research needs to be conducted in what causes
dissatisfaction in day-to-day operations on the course.
Almost all golf courses are going to re-evaluate how
they do many of the normal day-to-day operations.
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Course maintenance, course mowing, spraying of
chemicals, along with other on the course activities
that causes distractions or reduces the enjoyment of
the customers' experience.
H2
Maintenance operations of the golf course within the
playing period adversely effects golf course customer
satisfaction.
3. Conceptualizing and designing reward systems will play
a greater role in competing for customers and employees
as well. New models will have to be created and
evaluated for their effectiveness. The pricing
structure is going to change as golf course managers
seek a buy-in from customers, while rewarding the
customer with a better price.
H3
Promotion and reward strategies and reward programs
for employees and customers directly impact loyalty as
measured by customer retention.
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Golf courses will have to maintain market share and
embark on incentive market share building programs. It
is the courses that feel the need for more market
share, which are shaking the pricing structure with
specials today. The price specials are increasing the
competition for customers. Additional bundling will
occur as courses see the need to offer their customers
better prices for the commitment to play there. By
purchasing 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 rounds of golf up front,
the customer will get better prices and possibly more.
The golf course will receive financial benefits from
the customer buying several rounds of golf at a time in
advance .
H4
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Figure 13. Newspaper golf coupons and specials.
Some courses within the Monroe County area offer a free
round of golf if you play ten times at their course, while
others offer reduced rate specials. Some courses outside the
county offer a free
round of golf if you play 5 times; with
others 4, 8, and 12 times specials,
while others also offer
reduced daily rate specials.
These courses are offering
specials and free rounds of golf as a way
to compete within the
area for customers. One golf
course owner stated that "the
specials in the local newspapers




and they felt that they "had to respond with their
own specials to remain competitive." The strategy to be tested
is, does having coupons contribute beyond marginal revenue
exceeding marginal cost.
5. Further research that examines physical conditions of
the course is required. With so much value placed on
course conditions by management, what happens when the
course is not up to par? Courses may or may not tell
the customer of the problems ahead of time. Customers
may not continue to tolerate paying full price when the
course has issues affecting its condition. The
restaurant industry has developed satisfaction systems
to adjust for customer dissatisfaction. When a course
is up front about its condition and offers
a price
reduction, it is demonstrating management pricing
flexibility towards their customer satisfaction levels
because they know something is not right and they want
you back. These all can affect
customers'
levels of
satisfaction. Golf course management will need to
attach fair value to the product's condition at the




of the golf course directly
impact
customers'
perception and maintain market share.
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Conclusion
In the Monroe County area, the number of golf courses has
grown over the years to the point where taking into
consideration the number of courses positioned just over the
county line that are offering competitive prices and products to
the area's golfers, the competition for golfers has really
started to heat up. As the local golf industry becomes more and
more competitive, the issues of customer satisfaction will
become more and more valuable to course management. Knowing
that your customers are satisfied and are not only happy enough
to come back, but that they're bringing friends will build, as
well as maintain market share.
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